RE
In RE we are continuing to explore the Jewish faith
and celebrations that are important to them.
We will also look at Christianity and the importance
of the Bible to Christians.

Key Vocabulary

History

Reign, invention, timeline,

In History, we will find out about the three Queens of England,
compare their reigns and identify the impact during that time.

past, long ago, present day,
machine, changes, impact,
history, England, country.

English
Computing

DT/ART

In English, we will be using a fiction book called ‘Dragon

In computing, the children will use search
engines to research topics. Within this, they
will be reminded of the importance of e-safety.

Machine’ as our stimulus. Our final piece will be a story
with an adventure focus. In Spring 2, we will read ‘Major
Glad, Major Dizzy’ to support our work on Recounts.

They will also explore the art of taking better
photographs, using the ipad.

In Art we will be learning about collage
and how to create and evaluate a salt
dragon. In Spring 2, we will be exploring
textiles and weaving using different
materials.

Year 2 Spring 1 & 2

Footprints in the Past

Science

In DT, the children will be learning
simple sewing and cutting skills.

In Science, we will be exploring different

PE

materials. The children will identify the
properties of different materials and
which materials can change shape.

Maths
In Maths, we will be learning the 2, 5,
and 10 times table and dividing by 2,
5, and 10. We will be interpreting and
constructing simple pictograms, tally
charts, block diagrams and simple
tables. In Spring 2, we will look out
Statistics,

Shape,

Measurement.

Fractions

and

PSHE

In PE, the children will be practising

As part of our No Outsiders we will be reading The Odd Egg and Blown

net games and developing the skill of

Away. We will also l be starting our SRE lesson-differences between

attacking and defending.

boys and girls.

Music

End Point:

In music, we will be comparing Rock songs.

Create a class quiz that helps the children to understand and order
the events of the past.

We will be learning a Rock song called ‘I
wanna play in a band’ and performing it as
a class.
We
glockenspiels.

will

learn

to

play

